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Pass Senate Bill 6610 to End “Advisory Votes” and 
Restore the Sanctity of Washington’s Statewide Ballot 

So-called “advisory votes” are really push polls intended to 
undermine trust in government and have no value whatsoever 

 

Eliminate propaganda. The ballot is sacred – it’s 
no place for propaganda. But that is exactly what 
the “advisory votes” are – propaganda 
masquerading as legitimate ballot measures. 
The inflammatory language and bogus numbers 
that appear as part of each “advisory vote” are 
purposely intended to prejudice the people of 
Washington against their elected representatives 
and the vital, essential work of crafting budgets 
that fund the public services that we all rely on. 
 

Avert confusion. “Advisory votes” take up 
precious space on the front of the ballot, 
displacing contests that really matter, including 
federal, state, and local positions, depending on 
the year. Although they are entirely nonbinding 
and legally meaningless, voters are not told this. 
Instead, voters are led to believe by the 
language of the “advisory votes” that they will be 
overturning decisions of the Legislature if they fill 
in the first oval, which is labeled “Repealed”.  
 

Save money. Abolishing “advisory votes” will 
save us millions of dollars in public tax dollars. 
For example, in 2017, Washington’s thirty-nine 
counties spent about $14 million on the 
November general election. About $2.7 million 
of that was paid by the state for state level items, 
according to the invoice vouchers submitted by 
the counties. And the only state level items in 
2017 in most counties were “advisory votes”.  
 

For more information, visit www.advisoryvotes.org. 

There was more propaganda on the front of the 
2019 ballot than actual races or real ballot measures 
for voters to decide. Everything highlighted below is 

a push poll intended to influence public opinion.  
 

 
 

SB 6610 eliminates the harmful, confusing “advisory 
votes” polluting our ballots and creates a task force 

to examine how we might credibly gauge voters’ 
reactions to the Legislature’s fiscal decisions.   

 


